Density functional theory study of BnC clusters.
B(n)C clusters (n = 3-10) were studied at the density functional theory (DFT) (B3LYP)/6-311G** level of theory. The calculations predicted that the most stable configurations of the B(n) C clusters are the (n + 1)-membered cyclic structures. For boron-carbon clusters, the configurations containing greater numbers of three-membered boron rings are more favorable, except for the B(7)C and B(9)C clusters. Through molecular orbital analysis of these B(n)C clusters, we have concluded that π-electron delocalization plays a crucial role in the stability of n + 1-membered cyclic structures. In this paper, the relative stability of each cluster is discussed based on their single atomic-binding energies. The capability of clusters to obtain or lose an electron was also discussed, based on their vertical electron detachment energies (VDEs), adiabatic electron detachment energies (ADEs), vertical electron affinities (VEAs) and adiabatic electron affinities (AEAs).